
Digital Roots specializes in developing and deploying products, services and programs 
that enable brands to proactively engage with social consumers in a valuable way

WHO WE ARE 

WE FIND OPPORTUNITY OTHERS CAN’T

MORE DATA
We strategically collect large 
volumes of social conversations 
from hundreds of sources across 
the social web to avoid missing 
any relevant conversations during 
processing — including forums,
comment sections and other 
often-overlooked customer-rich 
environments.

BETTER PROCESSING
Our intelligent processing engine 
leverages advanced Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning 
(ML) to deliver highly actionable social 
conversations other tools can’t. Our 
natural language understanding goes 
beyond sentiment to translate true 
customer intent.  

SMARTER CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Digital Roots ENGAGE tool makes 
it easy to address your highest priority
customers first. Our processing 
automatically identifies, prioritizes and 
delivers conversations based on the 
customer type (current, future, influencer, 
fan) opportunity (customer care, sales lead, 
marketing, PR) and other defining 
topic segments. 

MORE QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS
More data, better processing and
true customer intent delivers your
brand conversations that not only
provide valuable engagement but
convert.

BETTER PROCESSSING CREATES MORE OPPORTUNITY
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WHAT MAKES OUR PROCESSING BETTER

SPEND LESS TIME SORTING
Digital Roots’ tool automates the 
labor-intensive and time-consuming 
tasks of sorting through spam and 
unactionable conversations. Our 
processing adds a layer of intelligence 
that accurately delivers conversations 
relevant to your team based on various 
valueable business interests — which 
requires less time, fewer sta� and more 
opportunities for your brand.

LET’S PARTNER
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INCREASE REVENUE
Our processing finds missed 
conversations that provide valuable
opportunities for brands. More 
opportunity, like new sales leads, 
equals more potential revenue. 

 

FIND CONVERSATIONS OTHERS CAN’T
Our focus on intelligence, driven by natural 
language processing (NLP) and machine 
learning, provides access to sources and 
conversations simple keyword searches 
and basic NLP can’t. While competitive tools
search, our automated processing is learning
and scanning the social web using it’s 
advanced understanding of human language 
to find opportunities others can’t. 
 

ONE TOOL FOR ALL PLATFORMS
Digital Roots provides access to customer 
conversations from unlimited sources 
accross the social web. We deliver these 
conversations into one easy-to-use 
dashboard. No more need for multiple 
tools for di�erent sources. No more need 
for more financial investment — just more 
customer needs being met quickly and 
e�ciently. 
 

 

INFO@DIGITALROOTS.COM WWW.DIGITALROOTS.COM @DIGITALROOTSCRM

SOCIAL CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
ENGAGE WHAT MATTERS

BETTER ENGAGE YOUR SOCIAL CUSTOMERS
Digital Roots is focused on helping brands better engage and understand their social customers.
Our ENGAGE software intelligently finds and delivers relevant customer conversations surrounding 
brands from across the social web into a simple interface. We simplify and automate the engagement 
process so you can get back to your customers.
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